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The Biggest Open Questions In Copyright Law 

By Bill Donahue 

Law360, New York (September 6, 2017, 9:43 PM EDT) -- It's pretty clear that a monkey can't sue for 

infringement, but many other copyright issues are far less black-and-white. Here, Law360 looks at three 

of the biggest open questions that courts and lawmakers have yet to definitively answer. 

 

What Will Star Athletica Mean? 

 

Six months after the U.S. Supreme Court issued its decision in Varsity Brands v. Star Athletica, the impact 

of the ruling is one of the major questions facing copyright lawyers. 

 

The high court’s decision, released on March 22, clarified when the Copyright Act protects creative 

expression that is intertwined with a “useful article” — a functional object like apparel or an automobile 

that the statute expressly refuses protection. 

 

Leading up to the ruling, there was heavy speculation over its potential impact. Fashion brands wanted 

the court to beef up protections for garment designs, while consumer advocates wanted bright lines 

limiting copyright for apparel and other functional objects. 

 

In an opinion written by Justice Clarence Thomas, the court didn’t really do either. It cleaned up the test 

for when expressive elements are “separable” enough from useful articles to be protected, but 

seemingly tried to avoid huge changes in either direction. 

 

Though not a sweeping landmark decision, experts say, the ruling did nonetheless expand what will be 

covered by copyright law, and they noted that the extent of that change will be a major question courts 

need to answer in the years ahead. 

 

“The court seemingly opened the door to much more eligible subject matter for copyright protection, 

even beyond that in the fashion world,” said Christopher V. Carani, a partner at McAndrews Held & 

Malloy Ltd. “Many two-dimensional and even three-dimensional aspects of applied art and product 

designs now appear protectable.” 
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Sticking close to the wording of the statute itself, Justice Thomas laid out a new two-part test for when 

such expression is separable: It must “be perceived as a two- or three-dimensional work of art separate 

from the useful article,” and it must still qualify as protectable expression when “imagined separately 

from the useful article into which it is incorporated.” 

 

That new test is already being applied by lower courts. Last month, in a case filed against retailer Big 

Lots, a New York federal judge cited the ruling to find that the decorative elements of a set of “tear 

shaped covered lights” were separable enough from the underlying lamps to be covered by copyright. 

 

“The decorative covers are sculptural works that are capable of existing apart from the utilitarian aspect 

of the light set, i.e. the light bulbs and other components that cause the tear drop light set to light a 

room,” the judge wrote. “The primary purpose of the cover is artistic; once the covers are removed, the 

remainder is a functioning but unadorned light string.” 

 

It could be the first of many cases to test what other objects can now receive a degree of copyright 

protection. Carani wondered whether a “rubberized decorative molding on a handle of a toothbrush,” 

or “the ornamental metal work on a grille for an automobile” might pass muster under the same test. 

 

“All are identifiable aesthetic features of useful products that can be imagined on a different medium, 

such as in a museum sculpture,” he said. “Under the court’s new two-part test, these features would 

appear to be protectable under copyright law while previously they likely were not.” 

 

Who Counts as a ‘Repeat Infringer?’ 

 

The Digital Millennium Copyright Act has always required that internet service providers terminate 

“repeat infringers,” but what exactly that means remains an open question more than 19 years after the 

statute was passed. 

 

The DMCA says ISPs must “adopt and reasonably implement” a policy to deal with repeat infringers if 

they want to maintain the protection of the law’s safe harbor, the hugely important provision that 

immunizes web hosts from liability over infringement committed by users. But for years, despite the 

stakes, there has been scant case law over what exactly sites must do to meet that requirement. 

 

Over the past two years, that has begun to change. 

 

In October, the Second Circuit weighed in on the issue for the first time, vacating a district court decision 

that the “repeat infringer” rule only requires ISPs to terminate “blatant” infringers. That “narrow” 

reading of the rule, the court said, “finds no support in the text, structure, or legislative history of the 

DMCA.” 

 

And next month, the Fourth Circuit is set to hear arguments on the issue in a closely watched case filed 

by music publisher BMG Rights Management that claims Cox Communications violated the “repeat 

infringer” requirement by ignoring requests to terminate subscribers. 



 

 

 

The case reached the appeals court following a 2015 ruling for BMG that Cox’s efforts to terminate 

repeat infringers failed to pass muster; a month later, no longer shielded by the safe harbor, Cox was hit 

with a $25 million infringement verdict. 

 

On appeal, Cox has argued that “repeat infringer” only applies to someone whose case has been 

adjudicated and who has been found liable of infringement, not someone who has merely been 

repeatedly accused. If allowed to stand, Cox says, the ruling would force ISPs to terminate access “based 

on the say-so of third parties.” 

 

BMG, meanwhile, has argued that Cox’s approach would give ISPs a kind of “blanket immunity” from 

secondary liability that no court has endorsed and Congress didn’t intend to provide when it wrote the 

DMCA. 

 

“The case raises important questions about what it means to be a repeat infringer under the DMCA,” 

said J. Alexander Lawrence, a partner at Morrison & Foerster LLP. “Is it enough that the customer has 

been accused multiple times of infringement or does the customer have to be adjudicated an infringer 

more than once by a court?” 

 

The courts’ eventual answer is hugely important to both Silicon Valley and Hollywood, which have 

wrangled with each other for more than 20 years over who should shoulder the burden of policing 

piracy on the internet. 

 

The DMCA safe harbor and courts’ interpretation of it have largely put that burden on copyright owners, 

but a ruling that says ISPs risk losing the law’s protection if they don’t terminate those repeatedly 

accused of infringement could alter that dynamic. 

 

“The case is being closely watched by internet service providers and copyright owners seeking to 

combat online piracy,” Lawrence said. 

 

When Is a Work ‘Registered’ Enough to Sue? 

 

The Copyright Act is clear that a work must be “registered” before an owner can head to court to sue for 

infringement, but a major circuit split has quietly developed over the years regarding when exactly that 

requirement is met. 

 

Several circuits, like the Fifth and Ninth, have said a copyright owner can sue as soon as it files 

registration paperwork with the Copyright Office. Others, like the Third, Seventh, Tenth and Eleventh, 

have said an owner can't file suit until the office actually registers the work, which can take many 

months if the owner doesn't pay a significant fee for expedited handling. 

 

Complicating things further, the Second Circuit — one of the country's two key copyright circuits — 

has repeatedly sidestepped the question. 



 

 

 

In 2014, in a case pitting photographer Louis Psihoyos against publisher John Wiley & Sons Inc., the 

court said it would avoid “embroiling ourselves in this circuit split.” In another case in 2015, noting the 

“varying approach” adopted by “sister circuits,” another Second Circuit panel said “we need not reach 

the issue here.” 

 

Though it’s not the sexiest issue, the registration-application split has major practical implications for 

practicing copyright attorneys and their clients, particularly those like photographers who might not 

register many of their works immediately. 

 

“It takes the Copyright Office nine to 16 months to issue a registration certificate, and they do so about 

98 percent of the time,” said Jason Bloom, a partner at Haynes and Boone LLP. “It makes little sense to 

require parties who have not yet registered their works to wait that long before they can file an 

infringement suit.” 

 

--Editing by Mark Lebetkin and Kelly Duncan. 
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